Abstract:
A detailed look at factors which can cause surge failures in Tantalum capacitors, how it can be diagnosed, and what can be done to prevent it occurring. Also an explanation of how surge affects the lifetime reliability of a Tantalum capacitor.
1.0 Introduction

With the introduction of high purity powders, automated assembly and real-time control systems, the base reliability of Tantalum capacitors has been increasing steadily in recent years. However, with the increasing usage of Tantalums in low impedance applications, the relative significance of the surge failure mode has also increased. With the present trend to use In Circuit Test machinery (ICTs) and fast rise time functional testers for board test purposes, the capacitors are more likely to experience a high current surge.

Another reason for the increasing level of awareness of the surge failure mode, is that Tantalum capacitors are increasingly being used in low impedance circuits, where previously Aluminum electrolytic capacitors were used. As a result they are more likely to see a surge condition. The change from Aluminum is because of their difficulty in conversion to surface mount technology packages.

It should be noted that surge fall-out is characterized by initial failures at the first power up of the board during in house manufacturing test, while the remaining population continue unaffected during operational life.

While the absolute ppm levels of failure would not normally be considered a problem, the failure mode in Tantalum capacitors is short circuit. Once a capacitor has become a short, if the current is not limited by a series resistance, the capacitor can overheat depending on the amount of fault power the capacitor has available to it. This makes the problem of concern to the industry.

Tantalum capacitor manufacturers have known of the problem for many years, and a great deal of Research and Development has gone into trying to understand the reason for the failure and a way of preventing its occurrence.

Manufacturers have historically recommended 3 (or 1) Ohm/Volt resistance [16,17,20] be placed in series with each capacitor. This reduces the probability of a surge failure by limiting the amount of current available to the capacitor at switch on. Indeed for many years surge failures were not seen because the user either derated sufficiently or used the prescribed series resistor which prevented the failure occurring.

Manufacturers also recommend a voltage derating of between 50 and 75% [16,17,18] be applied if the capacitor is likely to experience fast switch on from a low impedance source, for example using a 35 Volt rated capacitor on a 12 Volt rail. The effect of voltage derating in steady-state conditions is well known, but derating has been empirically shown to reduce the number of failures in dynamic applications also, as will be demonstrated later in this paper.

Many companies have been analyzing the problem and trying to find a total solution. This document summarizes these findings and discusses some of the factors which can decrease the probability of a surge occurring and also explains what effect surge can have on a capacitor.

2.0 Cause

The conditions which can cause some Tantalum capacitors to fail by this mode are either a fast switch on from a low impedance circuit or a current spike seen by the capacitor during its operation. To date, research into the failure mechanism has shown that there are many factors which are known to increase the probability of a Tantalum capacitor to suffer a failure due to surge conditions.

2.1 Where to look for a surge condition.

Surge current conditions most commonly occur during the testing of a fully assembled board. Since the introduction of in circuit test machines into the vast majority of manufacturing plants throughout the world, this is by far the most common source of failures returned to the manufacturer for analysis.

Specialized test procedures can also produce failures. A typical example occurred with a switch mode power supply manufacturer. Once the power supply was assembled, it was functionally tested by powering it up with maximum working voltage with a maximum current being drawn from the supply. The power supply was then short circuited to simulate the user applying a screwdriver directly across the output terminals of the power supply. When the discharge current through the capacitors was measured it was found to be in the range 80 to 100 A mps, and dependent upon the point in the power supplies working cycle the short was applied.

Another possible cause is when the capacitor is being used to supply the energy required to energize an inductor, for example a relay coil, a DC motor or a loudspeaker, particular if the inductor is turned on or off by
means of a transistor. In this case large discharge currents can be seen by the capacitor, which can cause failure.

Another cause is particularly prevalent in racked electronic systems. It occurs when a card is plugged into a live motherboard. It is known as “hot-plugging” and causes very large current transients to be seen by the capacitors on the card.

2.2 What makes the number of surge failures increase?

The three major factors which decrease the likelihood of surge failures are:
(a) the amount of derating used by the circuit design engineer,
(b) the dielectric thickness designed into the capacitor by the manufacturer, and
(c) the circuit impedance in series with the capacitor.

But there are many others, such as the type of resin used as an encapsulant. If it has a significantly different expansion coefficient to that of Tantalum, then mechanical stress can be placed upon the Tantalum anode as the capacitor experiences thermal shock, which may result in internal damage to the anode, increasing the probability of a surge failure occurring.

The purity of the powder used also affects the surge performance, as it directly affects the capacitors’ dielectric quality.

3.0 Effect

There are actually two theoretical mechanisms for a surge breakdown at present.

The first is a degraded dielectric due to an impurity in the original Tantalum powder. Figure 1 shows a section of dielectric, which is thinner than its neighboring sections due to an impurity in the Tantalum powder. When a large instantaneous current is now passed through the dielectric more current will pass through that thin section than its neighboring sections. This disproportionate amount of energy can cause self-healing to occur, as described in Appendix 1, or alternatively it can cause the capacitor to enter a thermal run away reaction which ultimately leads to failure of the capacitor.

The second is that a thin area of the negative electrode plate (Figure 2), Manganese Dioxide, plays a major role. In this theory, because the dielectric layer is uniform, the current is shared evenly throughout the anode. A thin area of dioxide has a lower resistance than a neighboring area, but power is $I^2R$, thus the dissipated energy is greater. Thus when a large instantaneous current flows, the power dissipated in the degraded area is higher than in neighboring areas. A gain this causes a “hot spot” to develop and the dielectric to be broken down, ultimately leading to a short circuit failure. A more detailed explanation of these mechanisms is given in Appendix 3.

These areas of thin dielectric and manganese exist in all solid Tantalum Capacitors, and their presence does not mean that failures will occur. These features have been observed to be more prevalent in batches giving a higher fall-out on the accelerated surge test machinery used to ensure 100% of AVX SMT C, D, & E case product receives a minimum level of current surge.

When a Tantalum Capacitor fails it can become a short circuit. Thus a large amount of current can be drawn from the power supply. If this is not limited by means of a resistor, or power supply current limit, then the power will cause the capacitor to heat considerably. This may cause the capacitor’s resin to blacken and char, which may be localized if associated with a low power level.

This is, of course, undesirable to both the Capacitor Manufacturer and the User. Again it should be remembered that this is a low ppm problem in certain applications only, thus the total number of capacitors affected is very small.

One way of reducing the probability of the Customer experiencing failures is for the Manufacturer to implement a screening program. Another is for the customer to apply derating, as stated in the introduction, or use a specialized part or if the problem is only associated with ICT machines then perhaps modify the voltage profile of the ICT or add resistance in the power line. All these reduce the incidence of failure still further.

Where the possibility of any heat damage or short circuit is required to be absolutely eliminated then AVX, along with several other manufacturers, has developed and introduced a fused range of capacitors.
These are designed to fail open circuit and not burn. For further information see Ian Salisbury’s paper [15].

4.0 Cure

4.1 From the Manufacturer’s viewpoint...

4.1.1 Tantalum powder purity.

As we stated in section 3.0, impurities in the Tantalum powder used to produce the capacitor are believed to cause points of lower dielectric strength to form, which during rapid turn-on conditions can lead to a dielectric breakdown. Over the last 10 years the impurity levels of all major contaminants in the tantalum powder have been reduced by joint development programs with the powder suppliers. The leakage current of a sintered Tantalum anode can be measured, and the level of this current is a good measure of the dielectric quality, and hence of the impurity levels. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the wet leakage current levels of a standard powder in use in previous years and one of the new high purity powders presently in use.

![Figure 3. Wet leakage current against formation voltage.](image)

These programs are of course ongoing and further improvements are planned.

4.1.2 Dielectric thickness.

To illustrate this factor four control batches of capacitors were made under the supervision of the Research and Development department at AVX. The batches were made the same capacitance value, but with different dielectric thicknesses (controlled by the forming voltage, the higher the value the thicker the dielectric). 500 units from each of the batches were then “surged” in the accelerating surge failure circuit described in Appendix 2 at rated voltage, and 75% rated voltage. To determine any relationship between power supply current limit and the number of failures, 500 units from each batch were also surged at a higher current limit and 75% rated voltage. The results are shown in Table 1.

The four batches were all 47µF capacitors and their rated voltage was 16 Volts. This capacitor was chosen because it is the highest CV value (752 µF V) manufactured in the D case package, and thus has the largest surface area. The more surface area the greater the probability of a weak area in the dielectric. It is also one of the most popular ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitor Working Voltage (V)</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formulation Ratio</td>
<td>3.4:1</td>
<td>3.8:1</td>
<td>4.1:1</td>
<td>4.3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulation Voltage (V)</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Thickness (nm)</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>104.0</td>
<td>111.7</td>
<td>148.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12V Current Limit = 3A</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12V Current Limit = 5A</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16V Current Limit - 3A</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from Table 1 that as the forming voltage increases, the number of failures decreases. It can also been seen that as the derating is increased, fewer failures occur. Derating will be discussed in more detail later in this paper.

The two sets of results in Table 1 for the 12 Volt surge (25% derating) show that the current limit set on the power supply has no effect on the number of failures which are seen. This is due to the relative slowness of the vast majority of power supply current limiting circuits (usually of the order of milliseconds) compared with the microseconds it takes to reach the peak current.

All that the power supply’s current limit does is limit the fault current which is seen by a failed Tantalum capacitor. The more fault power available to the capacitor, the more catastrophic the failure will be [7]. At low fault powers it may be seen only as a slight crack in the casing, at higher fault powers the exterior of the capacitor may become completely charred.

4.1.3 Ensuring an even Manganese Dioxide coat.

Since the introduction of the 100% surge testing at AVX (the original equipment used did not distinguish surge fallout from the normal line fallout at final test) it has become possible for AVX to characterize individual batches for this parameter. This is due to the development of dedicated equipment capable of dynamic testing of capacitors, at low series resistance with test statistics being maintained for the individual batches. In addition, this fallout statistic can be monitored using statistical methods, such as SPC, on a code by code basis.
Methodical failure analysis of the surge fallout compared to capacitors which exhibited satisfactory performance revealed a common trend, standard in the external manganese dioxide coating, for failed parts.

Although the average manganese thickness was consistent over all the anode area surfaces, these parts typically demonstrated larger variations in porosity and morphology of the outer layers, as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Variations in Manganese layer.](image)

A gain it should be remembered that these areas of thin manganese exist in all solid Tantalum capacitors, and their presence does not mean that failure will occur.

The Manganese Dioxide layer is built up by dipping the anodized Tantalum pellet into varying specific densities of Manganese Nitrate solution. The Nitrate is then decomposed to Dioxide by heating the pellet. By varying the specific densities and number of dips it is possible to finely adjust the coverage of the Tantalum pellet with Dioxide to ensure an even thick layer on the outer surface, and excellent coverage of the surface inside the pellet. This is then verified by means of a scanning electron microscope sample from each batch of processed anodes.

### 4.1.4 Surge screening.

This is where the Tantalum capacitor manufacturer tries to simulate the conditions seen at the customer by simulating a worst case surge scenario. Test methodology already in existence has required much refining as it was not geared to current applications or 100% test capability.

This is one area that is not clearly defined by the Tantalum Industry at present. Each Tantalum capacitor manufacturer has their own set of conditions for this test.

For example, one standard test requires 24 sample units to be connected in parallel to a very large reservoir capacitor through a mercury wetted relay. The reservoir capacitor is charged to 1.3 times the capacitors’ under test rated voltage. The total circuit resistance seen by the first capacitor under test, and the reservoir capacitor is less than 0.1 Ohm. As will be shown later in section 4.3.1, this means that the first capacitors in line will receive a very large transient current, but the capacitor farthest away will see very little. As such, the test unequally stresses the capacitors.

#### 4.1.4.1 What screen conditions does AVX use?

AVX uses a circuit as shown in Figure 5. The test sequence is as follows:

(a) The 2200µF capacitor is charged to the capacitor’s rated voltage.
(b) The probes are brought down onto the capacitor under test. The switching FET is OFF at this stage so no current will flow.
(c) The FET is turned ON, thus allowing current to flow and the capacitor to charge.
(d) The current is monitored by means of the 0.1Ω resistor in the source log of the transistor and the part dynamically sentenced according to the following rules. Figure 6 shows the expected current waveform. Figure 7 shows a part which has not received the minimum level of surge current, possibly due to a bad contact, this part will be rejected. Figure 8 shows a part which has failed, because the current has not fallen to around zero after a set time delay.
(e) The FET is turned OFF, thus stopping the charging process.
(f) Finally, the probes are lifted and the process starts again with the next capacitor.

![Figure 5. Circuit schematic](image)

![Figure 6. A Pass profile](image)
AVX uses a circuit as shown in figure 5 to test large case size surface mount (chip) product. The lower case size chips inherently have a high ESR which self limits the maximum surge current the capacitor can see, and as such are not tested in the same way. Dipped product uses a similar circuit to the large case size chip tester. The reason for not testing parts in banks (in parallel) will become clear in a following section. The method used by AVX provides verification that 100% of capacitors have survived a minimum level of current surge and gives valuable feedback to the manufacturing engineers on a statistical basis to further enhance the process and design parameters.

4.1.4.2 How many surges should the capacitor receive?

The vast majority of surge failures occur on the first surge, as reported in 1980 by H. W. Holland[1] as occurring on the first pulse. Since then experiments carried out at AVX have shown that even under accelerated conditions this percentage has grown to almost 100%. This is due to the improvement of capacitor technology and the increasing severity of the surge screen test picking up more of the potential failures. The results of a trial of 578,676 capacitors carried out recently prove this. The capacitors were passed through the previously described surge equipment (section 4.1.4.1) 3 times at maximum stress and the number of failures recorded at each stage.

Thus 99.2% were seen to fail on the first surge and 0.8% subsequently. These figures were determined using a piece of equipment designed to induce failures.

In standard designs (where less current is available and 50% derating is incorporated, see 4.2.1) the acceleration is less aggressive and residual failures after the first surge are unlikely. As such, field surge failures are extremely rare and any residual surge failure is usually confined to manufacturers' testing of completed boards. State of the art surge testing, as used at AVX, thus includes several acceleration factors over that of a typical customer ICT or functional tester.

In addition to the acceleration factors, product is tested 100% through this system, prior to the final parametric test sequence (see appendix 2).

4.1.5 Leakage current.

A commonly held misconception is that the leakage current of a Tantalum capacitor can predict whether or not the unit will fail on a surge screen. Although the short circuit failure mechanisms can, under lower stress conditions, be so localized as to still allow good readings for other parameters, the resultant leakage current will be high. This fault current is independent of the initial leakage characteristics as shown by the results of an experiment carried out at AVX on 47µF 10V surface mount capacitors. The results are summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard leakage range</th>
<th>Number tested</th>
<th>Number failed surge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1µA to 1µA</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over Catalog limit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5µA to 50µA</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Short Circuit</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50µA to 500µA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It must be remembered that these results were derived from a highly accelerated surge test machine, used to induce a measurable failure rate.

4.2 From the user’s viewpoint...

4.2.1 Derating.

Most manufacturers of Tantalum capacitors recommend that on a particular voltage rail, say 5 volts, a capacitor rated at twice that value (10 volts in this case) be used, if the capacitor is likely to be subjected to a rapid turn-on from a low impedance source. The capacitor is said to be derated by 50%.
Derating is
\[
\left(\frac{1 - \text{user's working voltage}}{\text{capacitors rated voltage}}\right) \times 100%.
\]

The reason for this is that experience has shown that a Tantalum capacitor is less likely to fail the higher the derating applied.

A 10 volt capacitor has a thicker dielectric than a 6.3 volt part, and as such the probability of a defect site existing which has a low enough activation energy to cause a short circuit when 5 volts is applied is lower than with the 6.3 volt part. Thus there are fewer failures than when a 10 volt part is placed on a 5 volt rail and a surge applied, than when a 6.3 volt part is subjected to the same conditions.

Derating can best be summed up by Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage Rail</th>
<th>Working Cap Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥24</td>
<td>Series Combinations (11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.

Recommended derating table.

Results of experiments, like those in Table 1, show this rule's effect on the surge fail-out. This experiment was scaled up using production equipment with several million capacitors being tested. The results are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitance and Voltage</th>
<th>No. of units tested</th>
<th>50% derating applied</th>
<th>No derating applied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47µF 16V</td>
<td>1,547,587</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100µF 10V</td>
<td>632,875</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22µF 25V</td>
<td>2,256,258</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.

Results of production scale derating experiment

As can clearly be seen from the results of this experiment, the more derating applied by the user, the less likely the probability of a surge failure occurring. It must be remembered that these results were derived from a highly accelerated surge test machine, and ICT failure rates in the low ppm are more likely with the end customer.

An example: a major manufacturer was experiencing a 4100 ppm failure rate with 22µF 20V product. This part was used on both the 12 and 5 volt rails. When the application was examined more closely it was seen that the failure rate on the 5 volt line was only 20 ppm. 25 volt parts were supplied for trial with the customer who reported that the failure rate had dropped down to 231 ppm. This clearly shows that when the 50% derating rule is applied failure can be dramatically reduced, and by close cooperation between the customer and supplier, this can be eliminated altogether.

An added bonus of increasing the derating applied in a circuit, to improve the ability of the capacitor to withstand surge conditions, is that the steady-state reliability is improved by up to an order. Consider the example of a 6.3 volt capacitor being used on a 5 volt rail. The steady state reliability of a Tantalum capacitor is affected by three parameters; temperature, series resistance and voltage derating. Assuming 40°C operation and 0.1Ω/volt of series resistance, the scaling factor for temperature will be 0.05 and for resistance unity. The factor for derating will be 0.15. The capacitor's reliability will therefore be

\[
\text{Failure rate} = F_U \times F_T \times F_R \times 1%/1000 \text{ hours} \\
= 0.15 \times 0.05 \times 1 \times 1%/1000 \text{ hours} \\
= 7.5 \times 10^{-3}/1000 \text{ hours} \\
= \frac{1}{7.5 \times 10^{-3} x 1000} = 133,333 \text{ hours}
\]

If a 10 volt capacitor was used instead the new scaling factor would be 0.017, thus the steady-state reliability would be

\[
\text{Failure rate} = F_U \times F_T \times F_R \times 1%/1000 \text{ hours} \\
= 0.017 \times 0.05 \times 1 \times 1%/1000 \text{ hours} \\
= 8.5 \times 10^{-4}/1000 \text{ hours} \\
= \frac{1}{8.5 \times 10^{-4} x 1000} = 117,847 \text{ hours}
\]

So there is an order improvement in the capacitor's steady-state reliability.

4.2.2 Voltage profile shaping.

Figure 9 below shows the profile of a 33µF capacitor subjected to a 12 volt fast turn-on voltage profile with 1 Ohm of circuit resistance in series with it. It can be seen that the peak current is about 12 Amps.

![Figure 9. 33µF capacitor, 12 Volt surge, 1 Ohm resistance.](image-url)
If the profile were then modified to be a two stage turn-on, see Figure 10, the capacitor would then be subjected to two current surges of peak amplitude 6 Amps. This is a less severe test, and even though the capacitor is experiencing twice the number of surges the probability of a failure is less.

Figure 11 shows a voltage profile which is slowly ramped up to its final value. In this case the peak current is less than 2 Amps, and thus this is the least severe of the test conditions. It should be remembered that the slower the ramp up the lower the probability of a failure.

This method of reducing the probability of failure is again of course out of the hands of the Manufacturer, however, he must be aware of the various factors which may cause surge. Thus the voltage and current profiles of a board experiencing failures can help when diagnosing the failure mechanism.

4.2.3 Series Resistance.

The peak current and rise time of the voltage profile are determined by the amount of circuit resistance in series with the capacitor. The instantaneous peak current at turn-on will be limited by the capacitors ESR and the series resistance, thus the peak current can be calculated from Ohms Law.

Example: a 33µF 20V capacitor with a maximum ESR value of 200 mΩ at 100 kHz is used on a 10 Volt power line. The power is supplied to the card through a motherboard. Power is supplied to the motherboard by a linear regulator which has an output impedance of 150 mΩ. The contact resistance of the motherboard connector is 100 mΩ maximum. The daughter board’s connector has a similar contact resistance. The track resistance is estimated at 50 mΩ maximum. This gives a maximum circuit resistance, external to the capacitor of 150 + 100 + 100 + 50 = 400 mΩ. The theoretical peak current is:

Equivalent resistance = 0.4 + 0.2 = 0.6 Ω
Peak current = Voltage/Resistance = 10/0.6 = 16.7 Amps

From this example calculation it is obvious that the larger the series resistor the smaller the peak current, and thus the less likely the capacitor will be to fail.

Example: a major disk drive manufacturer was experiencing problems with 47µF 16V capacitors being used on a 12 volt rail. The capacitor had a 2.2Ω resistor in series with it, across a 12 volt rail. The 12 volt rail supplied the drive motors, which were turned on and off by means of FETs. The resistor was changed to 10Ω, which still allowed the circuit to be operated within its design parameters, but prevented the capacitors experiencing the rapid discharge when the motors were turned on. The failures stopped. Another solution to this would be to redesign the board and utilize two 22µF 25V capacitors of the same case size in parallel to provide the minimum 50% derating that is recommended (as described in section 4.2.1). In highly inductive circuits such as this with no additional resistance available then derating up to 70% may be necessary.

Of course it is usually not possible for the customer to insert a series resistor in his power supply line. But, the customer could reduce the peak current by altering the voltage profile using methods which were described in section 4.2.2.

On one occasion it was necessary for a customer to measure the profile of his ICT tester for a particular board. A no current probe was available a 1Ω resistor was placed in series between the return path from the board and the ICT machine’s power supply’s ground terminal. Measurements were made but no unusual stresses were seen in the boards tested could be found. However, after the measurements had been made, the line ppm was seen to drop dramatically. During a follow up visit, it was noted that the 1Ω resistor had been left in place, which thus provided an effective example of series resistance reducing surge fall-out.

Most power supplies, and a large number of plug in boards, now have a diode between the power line and the capacitor. This acts as a series resistance during the surge condition. Figure 12 shows the surge on a 22µF 25V capacitor, running on a 10 volt rail in a telecommunications line conditioning card. In the circuit there was no diode. Figure 134 shows the same circuit with a 1N4001 diode in series between the connector and the capacitor.
If the resistance is then calculated for these two waveforms, using Ohm’s Law, Figure 12 yields 300mΩ and Figure 13 yields 370mΩ. It can thus be assumed that the diode has added 70mΩ to the circuit.

This example shows that a diode may only contribute as little as 70mΩ of series resistance to a circuit and thus the capacitor can still experience the large current surges which can cause failures.

4.3 From the application viewpoint…

4.3.1 Capacitors surged in parallel.

In the vast majority of applications, a board will have more than one capacitor on each power rail. These capacitors are generally scattered throughout a board.

When a failure is reported, if the surge mechanism is the culprit, it will be noticed that one location fails more frequently than the other capacitors on the same voltage line. The usual location is that nearest to the connector through which power is applied.

To illustrate the reason why this is the case, a test board was constructed with three 22µF 25V capacitors in parallel on a piece of strip board. The capacitors positive terminals were connected to the strip board by pieces of wire to enable a current probe to be used for monitoring the current through each capacitor during a fast turn-on condition.

The resulting waveforms are shown in Figures 14, 15 and 16.
5.0 Steady-State Reliability of Tantalum capacitors subjected to single and repetitive surges

The reliability of screened Tantalum capacitors is the same as unscreened components[5]. Thus they have identical failure rates and life expectancies. It only reduces the capacitors' probability of failing due to the surge mechanism.

50 x 22µF 25V capacitors were surged 500 times at rated voltage and 20 A mps. Another sample of 50 pieces was subjected to 10,000 surges at rated voltage and 20 A mps. These were submitted to an independent test house for life test analysis together with a control sample which had received no surges. The results showed that there was no detectable difference between the three samples. That is to say the steady state reliability of the capacitors had not been affected.

6.0 Conclusions

(1) The only real way to screen for components likely to fail under turn-on conditions in low impedance circuits which have a high current availability is to 100% test capacitors manufactured, and verify that the parts have received the required screening current.

(2) Capacitors should be individually tested by the manufacturer otherwise the current is shared between all the capacitors under test. This makes the test less severe, and the screening less effective.

(3) The customer should use a derating of 50% where the capacitor is likely to experience a current surge condition and in highly inductive circuits this may need to be increased to 70%.

(4) The current limit of the power supply should be set to the minimum required to power the board under test, as the lower the current limit the less severe the consequences of a surge failure.

(5) If possible the voltage profile should be a ramp turn-on, as this reduces the peak current seen by the capacitor.

(6) Don’t always assume that the failure is due to surge, it may be a random failure. A surge failure will mainly occur the first time the board is powered up, particularly if an ICT “shorts/open circuit test” on the board previously showed all components to be good. Surge failures will, however, tend to occur at the specific high stress locations rather than randomly over the board.

(7) Because derating is one of the biggest contributing factors to irradiating surge failures, A V X has embarked on a program of producing extended range capacitors, specifically for this type of circuit location. For example, A V X was the first manufacturer to produce a 22µF 25V capacitor in a D case, and also has an E case capacitor which allows a 22µF 35V capacitor to be available to the designer.
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Further reading

Self-healing in Tantalum Capacitors

If there is an area on the Tantalum “slug” (the industry's term for an anode) which has a thinner dielectric than the surrounding area, then the larger proportion of the capacitor’s current (charging, leakage, etc.) will flow through that site, see Figure 17, thus that area will heat up. If the temperature at the fault site increases to between 400 and 500°C then a reaction \([3]\) takes place which converts the conductive Manganese Dioxide, which has a resistivity of between 1 to 10 Ohm/cm\(^3\), to the less conductive Manganese Oxide (\(\text{Mn}_2\text{O}_3\)) which has a resistivity of between \(10^6 - 10^7\) Ohm/cm\(^3\). Thus the defective site is effectively “plugged” or “capped”, as shown in Figure 18, and the fault site clears.

\[
2\text{MnO}_2 + \text{Energy} \rightarrow \text{Mn}_2\text{O}_3 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2
\]

The oxygen produced is used up by any Tantalum oxides other than Tantalum Pentoxide (\(\text{Ta}_2\text{O}_5\)) present in the capacitors dielectric layer, such as \(\text{TaO}_2\) or any \(\text{MnO}\) in the cathode coating.

This can also occur at sites where cracks have appeared in the \(\text{Ta}_2\text{O}_5\) dielectric due to mechanical stress being placed on the component during temperature cycling, due to the different expansion coefficients of the materials used (particularly the resin).
The development of a surge accelerator and test method.

Because of the low levels of failure being dealt with, a way of accelerating the number of failures which are seen had to be found. The factor known to influence the number of surge failures most is the circuit series resistance. Thus a 'zero' series resistance surge tester was designed for use as the accelerator. The circuit resistance was, of course, not zero, however multi-ganged FETs were used together with thick copper cabling between the power supply and the capacitor under test. The reservoir capacitor used was a 10,000 µF, 100V low-ESR (<21 mΩ) Aluminum capacitor. In this way the resistance was kept to below 200 mΩ. A circuit schematic is shown in Figure 19.

Relays were not used as the method of switching because of their unreliable nature, and also to cut out any possibility of contact bounce. The FETs were driven hard to ensure a fast turn-on time. The capacitors were tested at their rated voltage. No derating was applied (except where the test condition was to show the effect of derating on a surge performance).

An additional result from the analysis of the data showed that the surge test must be applied 100% to be effective.

Although it has been shown that some batches do suffer more from surge failure than others, it has also been proven that there is capacitor to capacitor variation within a batch. Thus a sampling technique is not really applicable to surge screening. This is particularly true since the number of failures is at the ppm level.

Example: If the fall-out generated for a given batch by surge screening is 100 ppm, the probability of a capacitor failing is 0.0001. If an average batch size is 10000 units, then the number of failures likely in a batch is 1. If each batch is checked by sampling 50 units at random then the probability of catching that failure is 0.005. That is, the odds on missing faulty units would be 200 to 1.

Figure 19. Schematic of the accelerated surge tester.

A failure was defined as being a component which exhibited a voltage or current profile which was not the norm or a component which when measured was outside the components limits.
Surge Breakdown in Tantalum Capacitors

a) Manganese
Methodical failure analysis of the surge fallout compared to capacitors which exhibited satisfactory performance revealed a common trend standard in the external manganese dioxide coating of the failed parts. Although the average manganese thickness was consistent over all anode surfaces, these parts typically demonstrated larger variations in the porosity and morphology of the outer layers:

Chemical stripping of the failed parts to expose the dielectric scars indicated a failure location pattern:

The failure sites were noted to be a single point, intense breakdown area coincident with the current flow path of least resistance between the positive termination wire and the external cathode silver coat.

In order to further understand the association of the visual information collected as compared to the occurrence of surge related failures, a possible model was created.

(b) Dielectric

If there is a degraded area of dielectric (Figure 23), perhaps due to an impurity in the original Tantalum powder used to manufacture the capacitor, and the capacitor is subjected to a rapid charge, more of the current will pass through the degraded area than the neighboring areas of dielectric. This causes the degraded area to heat up.

If the energy has been limited by addition of external...
series resistance or sufficient derating has been, the capacitor can self heal, as described previously in Appendix 1. If, however, this is not the case the extreme heat generated causes the Tantalum Pentoxide dielectric layer to change state from the amorphous state to a crystalline state. The crystalline oxide has a lower density than the amorphous oxide, and thus a crack appears in the dielectric.

This allows more current to flow, thus more heat is generated, and more oxide changes to the crystalline form.

The final outcome is that the capacitor becomes a short circuit.

The level of current (or power) then applied to the capacitor determines whether the unit suffers minimal damage, chars or flames. R. W. Franklin’s paper on overheating in failed Tantalum capacitors[7] shows that a TAJ surface mount capacitor can withstand 1 Watt with no external damage, but above this level charring will occur.

These areas of thin dielectric and manganese exist in all solid Tantalum capacitors, and their presence does not mean that failures will occur. These features have been observed to be more prevalent in batches giving a higher fall-out on the accelerated surge test machinery used to ensure 100% of AVX product receives a mini-
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